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Autumn… with Memories of a Lovely Summer Visit to Kendal!
Dear Friends:
It was so good to see so many of you this summer during my stay! Whenever I come to Kendal,
it feels as if I never left. Despite the oddness of our second pandemic summer (and the fact that my
trip began with quarantine and ended with my seventh COVID test in eight weeks!), it was a wonderful
visit. I was able to attend Mass and the penitential service, my house group and the prayer group
(more about the latter this issue). It was particularly gratifying to hear from so many readers of this
magazine who enjoy it and look forward to each issue. Thank you for the suggestions (the puzzle pages
are back). This is the thirteenth since the relaunch and Raymond and I really do have fun putting it
together!
I have, as you know, two parishes, one there and one here in the US. The comparison between
the two has never been starker, as attendance is way down at my US parish and is very healthy indeed
at Holy Trinity and St. George. It isn’t just about the numbers, either ~ it is the fact that active
parishioners there include people of all ages. My US parish is, for the most part, very elderly. This is a
particular concern because we are so active in our urban ministry. People here have been keeping a
lot of balls in the air and I do not see younger people coming to join the ranks, which makes me fear for
the future stability of all the worthy projects we have established. So, although I know everyone there
longs for a return to the social side of things post-Mass and during the week, know that, to these eyes,
everything at HTSG is going swimmingly well!
I came back to the extreme weather which I know many of you will have seen on the news.
Hurricane Ida, after causing all that destruction in the South, moved up and killed more people in my
state of New Jersey ~ twenty-nine ~ than in any other state and spawned three tornadoes here which
leveled homes and uprooted trees. One touched down in my town and then skipped over the
Delaware River to cause more havoc in Pennsylvania. The river flooded and deposited flotsam all over
the place. There was a massive island of debris which needed to be broken up by volunteers in boats.
A work colleague lost both her home and her car. The force of nature flexed its muscles with a
vengeance, and climate change is making everything worse year by year. We need to become better
stewards of the earth, and in a hurry….
It seems to have become a tradition to start our autumn issue with an apology to Jenny Davies!
Although I credited her as a contributor in our summer issue, my cranky computer ate her article
before we went to print! Sorry yet AGAIN, Jenny! I have given you pride of place this time just after Fr.
Hugh’s letter (and your cartoon can be found later in the issue)! Thanks to our other contributors
Raymond Daley, Pamela Boyes, Jill Clough, Chris and Caroline D’Arcy, Anne Brown, Sue MacDonald,
Kathleen Hargreaves and Malcolm Nightingale, this issue is our meatiest yet. And we are starting
another regular feature, exploring some wonderful excerpts from Joyce Rupp’s book Boundless
Compassion: Creating a Way of Life; she is a great favourite at my retreat house.
Thanks again for the warm welcome this summer and I hope you enjoy this lovely time of year!
Celeste

It was wonderful to have the whole school in church
for a Harvest/Creation Mass for the first time since COVID
began. The questions that come up in such a Mass, our care
for creation and changing our lifestyles to help, are ones that
the children get very clearly. Partly good teaching but also
because they are subjects that can make sense to you at all
different levels. Whether they all know it or not, it is more
about their future than that of us older ones, that we are
discussing and praying about here.
What was also so good was that sense of being able
to do things together again, which COVID sort of stamped on.
Just simply coming together without any ‘bubbles’ or other
COVID-y preservation methods…. They may have worked well, but it made school very difficult to
organize, and of course so many have lost time in school because if one in your bubble was ill, the
whole bubble had to go off.
In church it is still a little difficult to assess exactly how to proceed. Some people, often with
families, are used to being out and about now and so less worried. But many are still worried, and so it
is a balance as to how far we can make more space open in church without worrying people who are
regular attenders. We will see how it goes.
The feast of St. Francis, which we have just
celebrated, was the end of Creation Time, which
the Pope has asked us to mark every year.
However, with the Climate Change Conference
COP 26 coming up in November in Glasgow, we
need to keep the issue very much at the forefront
of our minds and continue to pray that the
countries with the most power, both militarily and
economically, and with literally the most
power/energy being used, will be ready to make
generous offers to curtails their CO2 emissions.
Meanwhile, our own weather seems to have taken a turn for the worse, but not surprising
really as we are now into October. After a pretty dry summer in many ways, the very wet last weeks
have been a bit of a shock.
As for the buildings, we are still waiting for an agreement to have a stone removed at the front
so they can check why the stone is cracking. I do not have much faith in this process, but the Historic
Churches Commission have demanded it. It seems they have to cut a piece ready to slot in which does
make sesne and the price offered recently was very high. At the same time, the roof ridge tiles on the
Parish Centre are badly worn and we had to get permission from the Historic Churches again because,
although it was only built in 1980s, it is attached to the main church so comes under their authority. I
am sure this Commission plays a vital role somewhere, but it has done us little favour so far. However,
we will eventually see, and no doubt all this will be worthwhile.
As it is October, remember it is a month of Our Lady, of the Rosary in fact, so if you are not used
to praying it, which many are not, give it a try.
God bless and enjoy the autumn which can give us the most beautiful days (if not today!)

Here it is, Jenny’s contribution! Better late than never!

All Hail the Fair Cab Fare
In the days of horse-drawn cabs, how
were fares calculated?
Before the nineteenth century, the most
common way to travel in a city was on foot. In
London, those who could afford it might use a
wherry or ferry on the Thames. Only the wealthy
could afford to own a horse and carriage.
By 1815, 1,300 hackney carriages – which
could pick up passengers from the roadside –
were permitted in London. In 1831, the Hackney
Carriage Act lifted restrictions so there were more than 5,000 by the middle of the century.
Fares were based on the distance from Charing Cross, which was considered to be the centre of
London. It was sixpence a mile or part of a mile, for two passengers within a four-mile radius of Charing
Cross; a shilling per mile beyond four miles from Charing Cross. For every additional adult, sixpence
extra was charged. Two children under the age of ten counted as one adult.
The system was complex, particularly if you didn’t know the geography of London. In a bid to
clarify matters, publisher William Mogg issued his famous ‘Ten Thousand Cab Fares’. He calculated a
host of fares in and around Central London, providing a map and index system so that passengers
could work out what they would have to pay. He calculated the fares by ‘actual admeasurement’
undertaken at dawn when the city was quiet, with 104 destinations measured from 74 stands. ‘Mogg’s
Guide’ featured in the popular literature of the day. The eponymous hero of Robert Surtees’s 1852
novel Mr. Sponge’s Sporting Tour studied Mogg in his armchair as a means of relaxation. He even kept
a copy under his pillow.
Mogg’s system was fiendishly complex and cartoons in ‘Punch’ showed tourists befuddled by
the map and index system. The ‘Knowledge of London’ was introduced in 1851 by Sir Richard Mayne,
joint First Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police, after complaints that cab drivers didn’t know
where they were going at the time of the Great Exhibition in Hyde Park. Passing ‘The Knowledge’
involved a detailed recall of 25,000 streets within a six-mile radius of Charing Cross Station.
Meanwhile, inventors tried to make mechanical calculating devices. Early attempts included
the ‘Patent Mile-Index’ in 1847 and the ‘Kilometric Register’ in 1858. These were disliked by cab
drivers who did not want their incomes regulated.
Technology finally caught up with the cabbies with the Taximeter, which allowed accurate fares
to be charged by measuring distance and time. It was invented by Wilhelm Bruhn, who worked at the
engineering firm of Westendarp & Pieper [Hamburg], and its name comes from the German word
‘taxe’ meaning ‘to charge.’ The first meters in the 1880’s were Fahrpreisanzeiger (fare indicators)
mounted on horse cabs. These mechanical devices measured wheel revolutions. They were not made
compulsory until 1907 – and are still used today.
Arthur Foxe, Caterham, Surrey

Prayer to the Holy Spirit
Oh, Holy Spirit, beloved of my soul, I adore You.
Enlighten me, guide me, strengthen me, console me.
Tell me what I should do; give me Your orders.
I promise to submit myself to all that You desire of me
And to accept all that You permit to happen to me.
Let me only know Your will.
Amen

Joseph Cardinal Mercier
[1851 – 1926]

My Wonderful Lord
I have a Friend and Master
Who is faithful as can be.
He helps me with life’s trials;
He takes good care of me.
I meet with Him each morning,
The beginning of the day.
I thank Him for each blessing
He’s seen fit to send my way.
I’m grateful for the many times
I’ve called and He was there.
I thank Him for His mercy
And the answer to each prayer.
My Lord is truly wonderful
In sunshine and in sorrow.
He will Guide my steps today
And help me face tomorrow.
Frances Culp Wolfe
“Let Your Spirit Soar”

Cenacolo News
The lads at Our Lady Queen of Martyrs left for Knock on 11 September 2020. Almost thirteen
months on, and our house sadly remains closed. We are still waiting to hear from Don Stefano and the
leaders of the community as to their plans for the Cenacolo Community in the UK. The last formal
message we had was just before Easter. Don Stefano shared that the earliest the house would reopen
would be the end of October. Hopefully we will have some news soon.
th

Whilst our house remains temporarily closed, the Cenacolo Community remains open and is
welcoming men and women. We have recently had two men enter the Cenacolo Community in Knock.
Most days we have calls or emails from worried family members or men and women wanting to know
more about Cenacolo and whether this could be the hope they are searching for. Responding to the
emails and calls is a ministry of hope.
In the early days of ‘lockdown’ the meeting points and prayer groups stopped but very quickly
moved online. It is good news that the prayer meetings in London, Birmingham, Liverpool and our own
meeting in Kendal are back in person.
Mother Elvira has always shared that what underpins the community is time spent in prayer,
particularly prayer before the Blessed Sacrament and seeking Our Lady’s intercession.
It is disappointing that ‘our house’ remains closed. This is worldly thinking. Other wisdom from
Mother Elivra is that we need to be patient and trust in God’s plan, even if we don’t understand it.
God’s timing is always perfect. It is true that we are blessed by many friends of the community that do
just this, trust and pray.
We hold our Adoration at 6:00 pm on a Thursday evening. Fr. Hugh continues to celebrate
Mass, usually the first Wednesday of every month, at Dodding Green. All are welcome.
Our Lady, Queen of Martyrs, Pray for Us.
Mary, Mother of Cenacolo, Pray for Us.
Chris D’Arcy

Joyce Rupp is a member of the Servite (Servants of Mary) community and the co-director of the
Servite Centre of Compassion’s Boundless Compassion programme.
She lives in Des Moines, Iowa, USA. She is well-known for her work as a writer, spiritual midwife,
international retreat leader and conference speaker.
This issue’s excerpts are from the introduction to her 2018 book
Boundless Compassion: Creating a Way of Life [Sorin Books].
Thirteen years ago, I stood at the patio door of my kitchen
with the deepest sorrow burrowing into my heart. Five hours earlier
one of my dearest friends had died of a brain haemorrhage. I was
trying to absorb this enormous loss when a hummingbird fluttered in
front of my face, just a few inches outside the glass. It hovered there,
facing me for several minutes, enough time to convince me that my
friend ~ who treasured those little creatures ~ was assuring me all
would be well. As the tiny bird departed, an inner knowing swept
through my being: “Love is all that counts.” Since that moment, I
have never been the same.
Because my selfless friend exuded compassionate presence, I had little doubt that message was
intended for me. I turned from the patio door, determined to give the rest of my life to living in such a
way that compassion would be the most essential focus….
There is nothing wimpy or starry-eyed about this essential Christian virtue. Living
compassionately is rarely convenient and often downright challenging. It requires a willingness to pay
the price for being aware of suffering and doing what is possible to diminish it….
Compassion thrived in the heart of Jesus and in his teachings. If there is one virtue that most
exemplifies his life, it is this one. While I esteem the wisdom of various religious traditions that
emphasise compassion in their principles, I most of all resonate with those of my beloved teacher,
Jesus, of person of immense love. When Jesus urged his followers to be compassionate, he knew what
he was asking. Everywhere he went, his awareness of people’s suffering became evident. He poured
out his love and gave generously of his time, energy and concern to relieve their pain of body, mind
and spirit.
Jesus also challenged those whose policies, regulations and personal behaviour caused or
contributed to suffering. As his voice for justice gained strength, so did the voices of those who
wanted him destroyed. Jesus knew both the risk and the price to be paid for being committed to
compassion. In A Spirituality of Caregiving, Henri Nouwen recognizes this challenge: “The Gospel call
to be compassionate is one that goes right against the grain, that turns us completely around and
requires a total conversion of heart and mind. It is indeed a radical call, a call that goes to the roots of
our lives.”
While many Christians have yet to grasp the full significance of a total dedication to
compassion, we have an exemplary leader and witness of this commitment in the spirituality of Pope
Francis. His courageous teachings and humble actions reveal compassion as a way of life, an inner
posture of mind and heart, one meant to infuse our whole being. The following words of Pope Francis
demonstrate how his compassionate approach establishes itself in a strong rootedness in following
Jesus:
This love [of God] has now been made visible and tangible in Jesus’ entire
life. His person is nothing but love, a love given gratuitously. The
relationships he forms with the people who approach him manifest
something entirely unique and unrepeatable. The signs he works,
especially in favour of sinners, the poor, the marginalized, the sick and

the suffering are all meant to teach mercy…. Nothing in him is devoid of
compassion. [“Misericordiae Vultus,” 2016]
…The greatest challenge of compassion may well be that of recognising the dignity and worth of
every person ~ regardless of race, gender, culture, creed, political stance or personal behaviour. The
light of divinity dwells in each one, no matter how hidden that goodness might be. South African
archbishop Desmond Tutu often speaks and writes about the power that this belief can have on how
we live:
We are fundamentally good. When you come to think of it, that’s who
we are at our core…. What difference does goodness make? Goodness
changes everything…. Goodness changes how we see the world, the way
we see others, and most importantly, the way we see ourselves. The way
we see ourselves matters. It affects how we treat people. It affects the
quality of life for each and all of us. What is the quality of life on our
planet? It is nothing more than the sum total of our daily interactions.
Each kindness enhances the quality of life. Each cruelty diminishes it.
[Made for Goodness, 2010]
In today’s society, it often seems as if cruelty is more extensive than kindness.
Broken, wounded, violent, damaged, divisive ~ these are some descriptions given to the current global
situation. Our world desperately needs the noble, essential quality of compassion to be activated ~
and will not heal without it. Depending on how we respond, we can increase or decrease the amount
of anguish in our world. Only with compassion at the core of humanity’s lived experience will we be
able to approach one another with true respect and dwell in peacefulness.

************************************************************************************
Lord I offer you my blindness.
May your light shine on my life and illuminate areas I don’t wish to see.
Chris Brolly SJ

Many thanks to Caroline D’Arcy for this comprehensive and informative update!

CAFOD Update
LiveSimply Award
It’s been a little while since we met to progress our Live Simply parish plan, so I thought it
would be a good idea to remind ourselves what it’s all about and why we have registered to become a
livesimply parish!
The livesimply award is an opportunity for Catholic communities - parishes, schools, religious
orders and chaplaincies - to respond to Pope Francis’ invitation in ‘Laudato Si' to “…work with
generosity and tenderness in protecting this world which God has entrusted to us”.

What is the livesimply award?
It is awarded to communities who can show how they have been living:
• simply
• in solidarity with people in poverty
• sustainably with creation
The award celebrates what we have already done as a parish and inspires us to do more. It
helps our community to live, not just more simply, but also more fully.
We have already written our parish plan and there has been lots of great discussion and action
around ways we can live more simply, sustainably and in solidarity. From eco-friendly cleaning
products and loo rolls, to using pot plants on the altar, moving to email bulletins and taking part in the
Walk for Water Campaign.
We’d love you all to get involved in adding new ideas and new energy to our livesimply plan,
and help us work towards achieving the livesimply parish award.
We are going to meet on Thursday 14th October at 7:30pm – please do join us. Every action, no
matter how small, is important.

Take Action for COP26

We urgently need to show the government that we want climate action now!
With the eyes of the world on the UK, we must urge the Prime Minister to make sure
communities hardest hit by the climate emergency are listened to at COP26.
What Can you Do?
•

Sign the petition on the CAFOD website Urge the Prime Minister to put people hardest hit at the
heart of COP26 climate talks | CAFOD

•

Email private banks to #CancelTheDebt CAFOD have provided the wording for the email here
Email private banks to #CancelTheDebt | CAFOD

•

Parliament in Your Parish
CAFOD are inviting Catholics to organise a virtual meeting with their local MP, to discuss how to
rebuild from the pandemic in a way that tackles the major global issues of our time, including
climate change and unjust foreign debts.
We hope to meet with Tim Farron before the COP26 – keep an eye on the bulletin for the date
and how to join.

•

Take Part in CAFOD’s Go Green Challenge?

This autumn, leading up to the COP26 climate talks in November, we are asking everyone to ‘Go
Green’ by taking on a climate-related fundraising challenge.
There are lots of things you could do - how about a cycling
challenge, going vegetarian or plastic-free? Sign up, start
collecting sponsors and raise money to help fight the climate
crisis!
Together we can shine a light on some of the causes of the
climate emergency while doing our bit to guard God's creation
and protect our common home. Sign up here Go Green
Challenge | CAFOD
•

Join the COP26 Global Day of Action for the Climate on 6 th November 2021

CAFOD will be joining millions of people across the world who will be out marching for climate
justice on Saturday, 6 November, for the Global Day of Action for the Climate.
As world leaders gather for the COP26 climate talks in Glasgow, we want to make sure we raise our
voice and let them know that urgent action is needed to keep global temperatures within 1.5
degrees of warming, and to ensure that sufficient support is provided for the countries and
communities who have done the least to cause the current climate emergency.
Join us on Saturday, 6 November, at St Mary’s Moorefield’s, 4-5 Eldon Street, London EC2M
7LS from 11am where we will gather with other CAFOD supporters before we join the main march
outside the Bank of England. We encourage everyone who can make it to London to join us there!

As well as the big march in London, there will be a small group of CAFOD young adult supporters
marching in Glasgow. If you will be in Glasgow and would like to march alongside them, please
register for the Glasgow event so we can keep you updated of meeting places.
Register on the website: Global Day of Action for the climate 2021 | CAFOD
************************************************************************************
The next three items are some words to live by contributed by Sue MacDonald.

Do It Now
When you’ve got a job to do
DO IT NOW.
If it’s one you wish was through
DO IT NOW
If you’re sure the job’s your own
Just tackle it alone
Don’t hem and haw and groan
DO IT NOW!

*******

From William Shakespeare
Our doubts are traitors, and make us lose the good
We oft might win by fearing to attempt.
“Measure for Measure”

A Smile
John F. Bisner Urena

A smile costs nothing but gives much. It enriches those who receive without making
poorer those who give. It takes but a moment, but the memory of it sometimes lasts
forever.

None is so rich and mighty that he can get along without it, and none so poor but that
he can be made rich by it. A smile creates happiness in a home, fosters goodwill in
business and is the countersign of friendship.

It brings rest to the weary, cheer to the discouraged, sunshine to the sad, and it is
nature’s best antidote for trouble.

Yet it cannot be bought, begged, borrowed or stolen, for it is something that is of no
value to anyone until it is given away.

Some people are too tired to give you a smile. Give them one of yours, as none needs a
smile so much as he who has no more to give.

Praying for the Earth
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Published online in The Huffington Post, August 2011
Prayer is the simplest and most natural way to communicate with the Divine. Prayer is the heart
speaking.
There are the prescribed prayers, the rituals of inner communion. But there are also our personal
prayers, our way of being with the Divine, with the sacred that is our deepest nature and that of the
world around us. In whatever way we are drawn to pray, there is a pressing need at this time to include
the earth in our prayers.
We are living in a time of ecological devastation, in which our materialistic culture has had a
catastrophic effect on the ecosystem. Our rivers are toxic, the rainforests slashed and burned, vast
tracts of land made a wasteland due to our insatiable desires for oil, gas and minerals. We have raped
and pillaged and polluted the earth until it is in a dangerous state of imbalance we call climate change.
If we dare to listen, creation itself is now calling to us, sending us signs of its imbalance. We can see
these signs in the increasing floods and droughts, feel it in a land that has been poisoned with
pesticides, and those whose hearts are open may hear the cry of the world soul, of the spiritual being
of our mother the earth. It is a cry of need and despair, that humanity who was supposed to be the
guardian of the planet has forgotten its responsibility and instead desecrates and destroys the earth on
a global scale.
The earth needs our prayers more that we know. It needs us to acknowledge its sacred nature, that it is
not just something to use and dispose. Many of us know the effectiveness of prayers for others, how
healing and help is given, even in the most unexpected ways. There are many ways to pray for the
earth. It can be helpful first to acknowledge that it is not “unfeeling matter” but a living being that has
given us life. And then we can sense its suffering: the physical suffering we see in the dying species and

polluted waters—the deeper suffering of our collective disregard for its sacred nature. Would we like
to be treated just as a physical object to be used and abused? Would we like our sacred nature, our
soul, to be denied?
For centuries it was understood that the world was a living being with a soul, and that we are a part of
this being. Once we remember this in our minds and in our hearts, once we hear the cry of our
suffering, dying world, our prayers will flow more easily and naturally. We will be drawn to pray in our
own way. There is the simple prayer of placing the world as a living being within our hearts when we
inwardly offer our self to the Divine. We remember the sorrow and suffering of the world in our hearts,
and ask that that the world be remembered, that divine love and mercy flow where it is needed. That
even though we continue to treat the world so badly, divine grace will help us and help the world—
help to bring the earth back into balance. We need to remember that the power of the Divine is more
than that of all the global corporations that continue to make the world a wasteland, even more than
the global forces of consumerism that demand the life-blood of the planet. We pray that the Divine of
which we are all a part can redeem and heal this beautiful and suffering world.
Sometimes it is easier to pray when we feel the earth in our hands, when we work in the garden
tending our flowers or vegetables. Or when we cook, preparing the vegetables that the earth has given
us, mixing in the herbs and spices that give us pleasure. Or making love, as we share our body and bliss
with our lover, we may feel the tenderness and power of creation, how a single spark can give birth.
Then our lovemaking can be an offering to life itself, a fully-felt remembrance of the ecstasy of
creation.
The divine oneness of life is within and all around us. Sometimes walking alone in nature we can feel its
heartbeat and its wonder, and our steps become steps of remembrance. The simple practice of
‘walking in a sacred manner’ in which with every step we take we feel the connection with the sacred
earth is one way to reconnect with the living spirit of the earth.
There are so many ways to pray for and with creation, to listen within and include the earth in our
spiritual practice.
Watching the simple wonder of a dawn can be a prayer in itself. Or when we hear the chorus of birds in
the morning we may sense that deeper joy of life and awake to its divine nature. While at night the
stars can remind us of what is infinite and eternal within us and within the world. Whatever way we
are drawn to wonder or pray, what matters is always the attitude we bring to this intimate exchange:
whether our prayers are heartfelt rather than just a mental repetition. It is always through the heart
that our prayers are heard, even if we first make the connection in our feet or hands. Do we really feel
the suffering of the earth, sense its need? Do we feel this connection with creation, how we are a part
of this beautiful and suffering being? Then our prayers are alive, a living stream that flows from our
heart. Then every step, every touch, will be a prayer for the earth, a remembrance of what is sacred.
We are a part of the earth calling to its Creator, crying in its time of need.
Llewellyn Vaughan Lee

The Holy Trinity and St. George Prayer Group:
An Island of Peace and Praise in the Midst of a Busy Week
by Celeste Bonfanti
Our parish is very fortunate. We are afforded the opportunity to recharge our spiritual
batteries each week at the perfect time: Wednesday evenings at 7:30 in the parish centre, just when
many of us tend to flag between Sunday Masses! The Parish Prayer Group is an informal team of faithfilled people who are always happy to welcome any and all who might like to join them. I was
delighted to attend twice during my recent visit and felt uplifted and rejuvenated by the opportunity.
To quote The Marian Blogger [https://themarianblogger.wordpress.com/2019/10/04/historyof-the-catholic-charismatic-renewal]:
The Second Vatican Council, famously called Vatican II (1962-1965), paved
the way for the Catholic Charismatic Renewal (CCR) or the Catholic
Charismatic Movement. By throwing wide open the windows of the
Church to let the Spirit of God renew the Church, Pope John XIII ushered in
a “springtime of faith” or a “new Pentecost….”
[Fred] Lilly notes that the “Charismatic renewal has borne remarkable
spiritual fruit. Many millions of people – Catholics and Protestants, rich
and poor, black, white, Hispanic and Asian – have come into a personal
relationship with Jesus Christ and have received the power of the Holy
Spirit to live lives of holiness.”

At our parish, weekly sessions offer a number of ways to connect with the God who loves us in a
peaceful, intimate atmosphere:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

time for quiet contemplation
readings from Holy Scripture
songs (or in the days of COVID, at least the recitation of hymns and songs of praise)
shared responses as the Spirit moves us
prayer intentions and, should anyone feel in particular need of prayer…
a supportive laying on of hands
followed by a cup of tea and fellowship

The prayer group offers a unique faith experience. It is unlike our equally wonderful house groups,
which involve more discussion and in-depth faith sharing. It is praise-based and has its own dynamism.
And it is a powerful way to reconnect with the Lord in the midst of our busy week. Why not come
along some Wednesday and give it a try…?

Last issue we shared some of the marvelous poetry of Charles J. Kirk from a book of Malcolm
Nightingale’s. He had recently lent it to Raymond Daley (and had lent it to me some years ago). Here
are more of the poems included in this 1911 volume Clyde Ballads Glasgow Mixture. And I just had to
add the painting below by John Atkinson Grimshaw. I love it so much!

Twilight on Clydeside
Behind the purple hills the sun despairing
Flings his last shafts at close-pursuing night,
And tints the joyous green the woods are wearing
With blood to mark the pathway of his flight.
Silent and grey the sullen tide goes sweeping
Seawards to where the white-lipped billows are;
Down through the glens the curtained dusk comes creeping;
Jewelled on the world’s forehead gleams a star.
Over the huddled town the black smoke hovers,
Like some foul bird above its frightened prey.
Eerie the crying of the wheeling plovers
Keening their sorrow for the dying day.
Deeper the shadows grow, and on the river
Home-coming vessels leave a trail of foam.
Then in the heavens where the pale stars shiver
God sets His lamp to light the weary home.

Clyde Ships
The sun sinks low behind Argyle,
A haze is drifting o’er the Clyde,
And up the river single file,
Come vessels on the rising tide,
And throbbing screws and straining sails
Bring loads of teak and ore and rails.
An ancient tramp, rust splashed and squat,
Her smoke stack caked with salt and grime,
Brays warning to the snowy yacht
That takes no heed of tide or time;
While close behind, with steady gait,
A hopper seeks her dredger mate.
A river steamer splashing home
From crowded piers and sheltered bays,
Leaves far behind a track of foam
That catches up the sun’s last rays.
And forms a rainbow in the spray
To usher out the dying day.
Half-hidden in the surges vast
That tower above her funnels round,
A black destroyer flashes past
And mocks the liner homeward bound;
Two tugs at hawsers heave and strain
To bring the liner home again.
The sun has gone. The moon’s soft light
A silver river makes the Clyde;
But through the long and silent night
Come vessels on the rising tide,
Back from the furthest ends of earth,
Back to the stream that gave them birth.

The Mills of the Gods
Between the upper and nether stones,
They grind men’s lives from beginning to end.
Life and all that the years may send;
Life and all that on life attend.
Honour and valour and love and truth,
Peace and contentment, sorrow and pain;
Evil and cowardice, lust and Ruth,
Strife and gluttony, looks and gain;
And the great gods smile at man’s endeavour
To hold the years from his withering youth,
For they know that each link in the chain they sever
Can never be linked to its mate again.

Off to School
The cat no longer ‘neath the dresser cowers,
But stalks with arrogance in daylight full.
The gardener is happy ‘midst his flowers –
John Percival has gone away to school.
Selina’ s dolls no longer fear the Apache
Whose scalping knife was wont to lift their
wool.
The nursery gods have judged his actions rash,
And sent John Percival away to school.
Spot, that sad dog, could never grasp why he
In gory fights should always play the bull.
Now Spot has respite from his misery –
The Toreador has gone away to school.
His mother’s eyes are red, his father’s cross,
Aunt Jane is sad, which isn’t quite the rule,
And cook’s salt tears have almost spoilt the
sauce –
John Percival has gone away to school.

Tradition is not
the repository of ashes
but the preservation of fire.
Gustav Mahler

Calling All Altar Servers!
Did you know you had an altar-server within you?
We’ve had as many as seventeen in the last few years, ranging in age from 8 – 70+, but
probably because of the pandemic, many have dropped out.
What does it mean to serve the altar? This is not a role reserved for children, but for anyone of
any age and any state who feels the vocation to serve. We serve the congregation, the Mass, and the
priest, but, most important of all, we serve the centre of the Mass, which is the altar.
We would love other people in the congregation to discover in
themselves the desire to serve.
For myself, I’ve been the cantor (leading the singing of the psalm), a
member of a choir, and a reader, but one Epiphany, I discovered that I
had to be a woman at the foot of the cross.
At the moment, we largely depend on children and young
people who are willing to serve, but in other parishes people of all ages
serve. If the Mass means anything, it’s an expression of the body of
Christ. We haven’t worked out how to manage it yet, but anyone on
crutches or in a wheelchair, anyone suffering in any way, will be as
welcome on the sanctuary for their service as young girls and boys.
The experience of being close to the altar concentrates the
mind. Minds wander – that’s natural – but on the altar they can’t. We wear a white alb so that our
individual personalities don’t get in the way of other people’s concentration (though it sometimes is
very hard to sit still if you are only eight years old).
The call to serve came to me during a Mass. It might come to you at any time. I wish it would!
Jill Clough

Each issue of the HTSG Parish Magazine contains an article on the vital work of the Saint Vincent de
Paul Society submitted by Raymond Daley, SVP President. Here Raymond sends out an urgent plea.

A Million Gestures of Kindness
The St Vincent de Paul Society is currently celebrating members’ inspirational achievements
across England and Wales over the past eighteen months. We also need to address the unprecedented
need for our transformative services.
Therefore we are issuing an urgent call for more members and volunteers to join our local
mission to tackle poverty in all its forms through a million gestures of kindness. We need the help and
involvement of new SVP members. Surely you can spare an hour a week. Full training is available at
no cost. Expenses paid.
Please can you help?

For further information check out our website: www.svp.org.uk
or please contact me on email: Raymondd@svp.org.uk
or by phone on 07462014088.
I look forward hearing from you.
Raymond Daley – Kendal SVP President

Pamela Boyes would like to share the following items of spiritual and seasonal interest.

ONE SOLITARY LIFE
He was born in an obscure village
The child of a peasant woman
He grew up in another obscure village
Where he worked in a carpenter’s shop
Until he was thirty
He never wrote a book
He never held an office
He never went to college
He never visited a big city
He never travelled more than two hundred miles
From the place where he was born
He did none of the things
Usually associated with greatness
He was only thirty three when
His friends ran away
One of them denied him
He was turned over to his enemies
And went through a mockery of a trial
He was nailed to a cross between two thieves
While dying, his executioners gambled for his clothing His cloak, the only property he had on earth
When he wad dead
He was laid in a borrowed grave
Through the pity of a friend
Nineteen centuries have come and gone
And today he is the central figure of the human race
All the armies that have ever marched
All the navies that have ever sailed
All the parliaments that have ever sat
All the kings that have ever reigned, put together
Have not affected the life of mankind on earth
As powerfully as that one solitary life of - JESUS!
James Allen Francis

POSITIVE THINKING

MALALA
On 9th October, 2012, the Pakistani writer and activist Malala Yousafzai was shot by a Taliban
gunman. At the time, she was only fifteen. Though she was seriously injured, she lived, and her story
was thrown into the centre of media attention. She went on to put all her energies into working for
the right of all children to an education, and at the age of seventeen she became the youngest ever
recipient of a Nobel Peace Prize.
A girl with a book.
A girl with a book.
That’s what has scared them –
A girl with a book.
They get on to the bus.
They call out my name.
They aim. And they fire.
A shot to the brain.
Because a girl with a book,
A girl with a voice,
A girl with a brain,
A girl with a choice,
A girl with a plan,
To have rights, like a man.
That’s what they’re scared of
One girl, with a book.

A girl who has words
A girl with a pen.
A girl to be heard
With support of her friends
Who want to live free -That’s what they fear,
A girl just like me.
Michaela Morgan

The Taliban are now back in power in Afghanistan and females, young and old now face an
uncertain future. The regime of the 1990s enforced a strict version of Islamic law and severely
restricted women’s rights. The last twenty years have seen huge progress for women in the country.
Their movements were no longer restricted, nor were they required to wear the burka; education was
open to women, with millions of girls in school and thousands at university, and the workforce has now
females. They have taken position of power in politics, the judiciary and the military, and have enjoyed
playing sport from which they are now banned.
Malala issued a call to action to global leaders to defend the rights of women in the country.
The Taliban promises rights for Afghan women but so far this remains to be seen!

A Prayer for Afghanistan

For those who are fleeing: sanctuary
For those who are staying: safety
For those who are fighting: peace
For those whose hearts are breaking: comfort
For those who see no future: hope
*******************************************************************************************

And now it’s time to check in once again with Kathleen Hargreaves’s father and his wartime
adventures! In this penultimate episode, he is about to return to Belgium.

Wartime Memories of an English Soldier: Part 12
by Sapper Gerard Hargreaves
All good things must come to an end and they don’t last long in the army. So we left there for
what was to be a long spell in Belgium. A quiet time apart from the doodlebugs which were coming
over thick and heavy at that time and falling all over the place. Once more, we were very well treated
by the Belgians.

The first place we were at was the mining village of
Beringen, but our stay there was only three weeks. We of
course found our own billets, quite easily for they were
glad to have us. Most of the people were sleeping in the
cellars on account of the doodlebugs, and the soldiers
were sleeping in their beds. They hadn’t much food,
though you could get almost anything on the black market
if you had plenty of money and were prepared to pay an
rnormous price. Nearly everyone was dealing on the black
market for it was the only way they could live. The house
where we were were pretty hard up, for the man had spent most of his savings on the black market.
He was a draughtsman at the colliery. He had three boys and two girls, none of whom were earning a
living. The oldest boy was sixteen and was going to school.
After three weeks in this mining village, we moved to another one some miles away and stayed
there about three months, our longest stay anywhere on the continent. We were as usual billeted in
private houses. There I made friends with a ver fine Belgian priest. At the church, there was supposed
to be confessions in English by an English chaplain from five until six on a Saturday night. But when I
went, no one turned up. So I made enquiries and a priest in the church got someone to take me along
to a priest who could speak English. So I was taken to a private house, and after confession had a talk
with the priest. He invited me back any time (and any friends I would like to bring. So one night every
week we would go along there, and there was always something prepared for us to eat and cigars to
smoke.
Canon Berghs was the name of the priest, and a very clever man he was ~ one of the cleverest
men in Belgium, so his niece said. He had a very wide knowledge, anyway. For some time he had lived
in London, being professor of botany at the University there. He was very well-versed in electricity and
was at that time lecturing on it and on mining machinery at the mine school. Actually, that was not his
permanent residence. He had been principal of a trade school at the small town of Hasselt but had
been bombed out of there. And so [he] had come to live with his niece who was what was called a
social worker at the mine, something between a welfare officer and sick visitor. Previous to the war,
she had broadcast on Belgian radio on the children’s hour. The priest had done a bit of spying in the
1914-18 War and had been decorated by the British Government, and he told us the story of how he
first took up the work.
During that war, he had some German soldiers billeted on him, and one of them, who was an
electrician, asked the priest to give him some training in the theory of electricity, which he did. Now,
this soldier had been stationed in a certain fortress town which was heavily armed and garrisoned.
During the course of these lessons the priest, by careful questioning, was able to get to know about
this town: how many guns there, their positions, and so forth. He was able to pass this on to the
British, and so he started on his career as a spy.
In this war, his niece had been instrumental in helping Russian prisoners, who were working at
the mine, to escape. In all the mines round there, there were many prisoners working, and under very
bad conditions. Many fell ill, some with TB. When they were declared unfit for work they just
disappeared, and you knew very well what that meant. The doctor at the mine had done his best, but

he had to declare them unfit sometimes, for if not, a German doctor would be brought in and then
things would be worse than ever as he would be removed.
Well, we spent many happy days there before we eventually left for the Rhine crossing, and
many of the warm-hearted people wer e in tears the night we left.
Before leaving Belgium, I must say that the overwhelming majority of the people of Belgium
were definitely for the King, very much so, and if there [were] any not for the King, then I didn’t meet
them. Their loyalty to the King was really intense, and the King was to them like some personal friend
or relation. Many had a photograph of the King on the wall, and it was a safe bet that before you had
been in the house very long, they would bring out some photos of the King and the Royal Family and
show you them, just like showing you photographs of their friends or relations.
As to bombed, shelled, looted, devastated Germany…. Who has paid for the war? The
common people of every country, those who have no say in the councils of the mighty who make the
decisions, making war possible. Who are doled with propaganda of the press and radio? I say now
that I have nothing against the Germans as such. They have paid for the war. I know there was hatred
for the Germans in the army but it was a blind hatred, not a reasoning hatred. And they didn’t ask
themselves, “What would I have done in their shoes…?”
Germany was a pitiable sight to behold: new
towns battered and flat… the land laid waste… the
livestock killed or wandering loose…. Particularly was I
moved by the Catholic Rhineland, knowing that here
were so many good Catholics. After all this bloodshed,
how much further on are we…? How much nearer to
peace…? Of course, Hitler had to go. Nazism was an
evil thing and its exponents evil men. But now another
dictator sits astride a large portion of the world,
crushing the people and using the same methods.
Hitlers. Without God, there will be no peace, and the
people will again be at war.
Of course, there was no halting when we got to Germany. Before the Rhine, there was nobody
to… [here there is a short gap in the narrative] … with, for where we were the people had all fled. But
after the crossing, we stayed[[ at the small town of Odeon near[ the Dutch border. The people were all
Catholics in this town. We couldn’t speak to them; we couldn’t go to Mass there, though we were right
next to the church. We would (some of us have disobeyed orders rather than miss Mass), but being
near to the Dutch border we were able to run over the frontier for Mass in Holland. The farce of the
whle thing was this: I became friendly with a family in this little Dutch town, and they had relations in
the German town over the border. I could mix with them, but not with their relatives over the border,
the same people. Sometimes in the farmlands we didn’t hardly know which side of the border we
were on. We had to go out in search -parties at that time and go through houses, searching for arms.
Some of the people were scared stiff and shaking in their shoes.
...the end of the saga next issue!
************************************************************************************

From Celtic Prayers of Yesterday and Today:
A Pocket-Sized Prayer Book for the Journey of Faith
There is a mother’s heart in the heart of God.

My Dearest Lord,
Be thou a bright flame before me,
Be thou a guiding star above me,
Be thou a smooth path beneath me,
Be thou a kindly shepherd behind me,
Today and forever more.
St. Columba

Great Spirit,
Wild Goose of the Almighty,
Be my eye in the dark places;
Be my flight in the trapped places;
Be my host in the wild places;
Be my brood in the barren places;
Be my formation in the lost places.
Ray Simpson
Community of Aidan and HildA

Oh God, life-giving Spirit,
Spirit of healing and comfort,
Of integrity and truth
We believe and trust in you,
Warm-winged spirit, brooding over creation,
Rushing wind and Pentecostal fire,
We commit ourselves to work with you
And renew our world.
Janet Morley

Alone with none but thee, my God
I journey on my way.
What need I fear when thou art near,
O King of night and day?
More safe am I within thy hand,
Than if a host did round me stand.
St. Columba

As the hand is made for holding and the eye for seeing,
You have fashioned me, O Lord, for joy.
Share with me the vision to find that joy everywhere:
In the wild violet’s beauty,
In the lark’s melody,
In the face of a steadfast man,
In a child’s smile,
In a mother’s love,
In the purity of Jesus.
Let the flowers close
and the stars appear,
Let hearts be glad and minds be calm,
And let God’s people say AMEN,
AMEN.
Creation Liturgy
The Iona Community

********************************************************************************

Compassion, Up Close and Personal
by Celeste Bonfanti
Two days ago, I tripped on the pavement and went down like a tonne of bricks in the middle of
town. Now, a word about my town, Burlington City, New Jersey: It is small (under 10,000 people), old
by US standards (having been settled in 1622 and incorporated in 1677), fairly poor and very diverse.
We have residents who are African-American, Latino, Caribbean and Asian. People from the nearby
suburbs ask, when I say I live in Burlington, “City or Township?” This is code for, “Mixed or White?”

When I fell sprawling on the pavement, everyone in the vicinity came running to help me, and
there was not a white face among them. To a person, they showed not only concern but true anxiety,
especially when they saw I had clearly damaged my right hand, its little finger decidedly off-kilter and
curled into a ball. They debated the risks of moving me vs. letting me catch my breath where I lay…
they helped me to my feet and retrieved my purse and keys… they offered me their water bottles, their
seats… they wanted to ring for an ambulance… they insisted I give them my phone number and gave
me theirs… they could not have done more for me and watched me drive myself to hospital shaking
their heads ruefully and no doubt thinking I was mad.
I waited nearly eight hours in the A&E department of the local hospital before I was seen,
during which time I heard numerous horror stories from the well-heeled suburbs. My fellow casualties
had sometimes received good wishes from over the garden fence as they had struggled (the Letter of
James came to mind), but most had encountered passers-by who had not wanted to get involved.
They marveled at my experience of care and concern.
I left hospital at 1:20 AM with a set of X-rays, a splint (since replaced by a cast), a hand shot full
of Lidocaine and a lot to think about. My experience in Burlington supported my experiences in
Camden, one of the US’s poorest cities and home of my church and the thrift shop where I work each
Saturday. It is my experience that the less people have and the more they have experienced
discrimination and hardship, the more ready they are to show compassion. The more they have
suffered, the more likely they are to meet the needs of
those around them.
I was reminded of a time when one of our shop
volunteers who used a wheelchair had fallen getting into
her van one cold winter’s day. As her husband and I tried
unsuccessfully to lift her, two young men of the
neighbourhood ran over to help, and between them saw
her safely settled. I am certain that, under many
circumstances, an elderly, white suburban woman would
have panicked had two urban Black men run over to her.
Yet without their help, we would have had to ring for an
ambulance and leave Irene on the cold ground while we waited.
Yesterday my friend told me of a show she had seen where people are filmed in secret,
handling situations which are set up to present a moral dilemma. I’m not sure how I feel about such
social experiments, but there we are! In this case, a homeless man had found an envelope full of cash.
He looked in vain for the person who had dropped it, then went to the market, bought food and
distributed it to all his homeless friends at a nearby encampment. When asked why he hadn’t kept it
all for himself, he seemed genuinely confused and asked, “How could I have enjoyed my food when
they’re hungry…?”
How, indeed…? And yet most of us do.
The day after my fall, an elderly Nigerian man who had helped me rang twice to check on me.
His son could send me anything I needed from his shop, he said, and prayed that God would be with
me.
The whole experience was humbling and profoundly thought-provoking.
Is it really necessary to have a personal experience of hardship to reach out in compassion? Aren’t we
asked, as Christians, to do so regardless of our ability to relate directly to the need? Why does such
empathy seem to be such a natural trait of the “have-nots” among us while those who enjoy a life of
ease and comfort all too often look the other way?
This is the first issue of this magazine which I have typed with my left hand. But I also have a
heart full of gratitude and determination to “pay it forward” and to spring into action, as those lovely
people did, when I see someone in need.

SVP CHRISTMAS CARDS & GIFTS

There are some lovely designs this year. Cards come in packs of 10 with envelopes.
Prices range from £3 to £4 a pack. There are also:

Advent Calendars

Gifts such as this pizza cutter

Alternative Gifts like this for furniture

All of these are available from Friday, 8th October
in the Christmas Shop
on the SVP Website:
www.svp.org.uk

“I am offering you life or death, blessing or curse. Choose life.”
Deuteronomy 30:19
For many years now, the Justice and Peace Group has arranged a prayer vigil on 6 th August to
remember the day in 1945 when an atomic bomb was dropped on Hiroshima. Over 300,000 people
died at Hiroshima and at Nagasaki, when another bomb was dropped on 9 th August, and many died
afterwards of their injuries and radiation sickness. A few years later, the manufacture of nuclear
weapons started in this country. 6th August is an obvious choice of date for us to pray for peace
throughout the world.
We have often been joined in our prayer vigil by Friends from the
Meeting House across the road. This year we met at the peace pole in
Abbot Hall Park with members of the local group of the Campaign for
Nuclear Disarmament. We kept a minute’s silence to remember those who
died and planted a seed sent from Hiroshima which is directly descended
from camelia bushes which survived the bomb. My short contribution was
to mention that it was the 60th anniversary of Christian CND and that
Christians were among those gathered there, as we all recommitted ourselves to work for peace and
nuclear disarmament.
Meanwhile, the British government has announced an increase in Trident nuclear missiles, and a
decrease in spending on overseas aid – just as poorer countries struggle to deal with the coronavirus.
The enormous challenge the world faces of tackling climate change makes co-operation between all
the nations involved, in eliminating the expensive and dangerous threat of nuclear weapons, especially
urgent. We pray that humanity will choose life together.
Anne Brown
*******************************************************************************************

Merton Corner
Good Shepherd, You have a wild and crazy sheep in love with thorns and brambles.
But please don’t get tired of looking for me!
I know You won’t.
For You have found me.
All I have to do is stay found.
Thomas Merton in Entering the Silence

This word search has a hidden message in it.
Use a highlighter to find the words so you don’t go mad!
Do not highlight any words which are not listed below, even if you see them!
Then start at the top of the puzzle and write the leftover letters in the blanks below
to reveal the message. Have fun!
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WORDS TO FIND:
apples
archangels
autumn
bonfires
chilly
colours
Cornelius
Cyprian
foggy
Gregory
Hallowe’en
Holy Cross
martyrs
Matthew
November
October
raking
rosary
September
Walsingham
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